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Pulling power
Rallycross cars have always excited me. An 
annual event in my motor sport year as a kid 
was the family outing to Valence Hillclimb in 
Kent, where one of the star performers was 
locally-based Rallycross superstar Rod Chapman 
who always attacked the short tarmac hill with 
verve.

On the outside of a right-handed turn in the 
course there was a huge rhodedenron bush and 
it was a rare year if Chapman’s Escort did not 
attack it at some point in the day. If we were 
lucky he’d go in one side and pop out of the 
other!

Against the Escorts of the 1970s, today’s cars 
are like the space shuttle. They bristle with 
every permitted technological device and those 
who create them spend around half of each 
year trying to steal a march on their opponents.

The cars are still exciting, but now it’s in 
a different way. You’re unlikely to see any of 
today’s leading four-wheel drive cars pitched 
sideways into a corner as the likes of Chapman 
so routinely did. The buzz now comes from the 
sheer speed at which these cars can cover the 
ground and the staggering grip they possess.
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Briefing
The best racecars ever  
are a motor sport bargain
Over the years many race and rally drivers have been offered 
the chance to try Rallycross cars and I’ve never come across a 
single one of them who did not enjoy the experience, specially 
when they were allowed to play with top class four-wheel drive 
machinery.

Supercars, Division One, call them what you will, are among 
the most exciting racecars ever devised. Faster, lighter and 
more powerful than World Rally Cars, even their current 
restricted form they will out accelerate a F1 car: the benchmark 
for the standard 0-100km/h (0-60mph) measure is claimed 
by Swede Andreas Eriksson who recorded times in the 1.7s 
bracket last year.

And yet these highly specialised machines are not, in motor 
sport terms, expensive. Commission a new car from one of the 
best and you need to think in terms of parting with something 
in the region of £200,000. A lot of money, but compare it with 
the £400,000+ price tag on Ford or Subaru WRC and compare 
the relatively long competitive life that a Rallycross car has, as 
well as the dramatically lower running costs – Irish Tarmac Rally 
Championship budgets are around £60,000 per event for a 
WRC – and Rallycross cars look like a motor sport bargain.

It’s not only those who get to drive these cars who are 
captivated by them, all manner of motor sport fans will fall in 
love with the best cars – if only they can be persuaded to take 
a look in the first place. Died-in-the-wool rally fans may need 
to dragged kicking and screaming to their first Rallycross and 
race goers who don’t comprehend the idea of running the car 
on dirt surfaces often need similar coercion, but if you can get 
these people to watch top class action, they are hooked, and 
the wow! factor of the best cars is a very big part of what wins 
these people over.

40 years ago a Porsche 911 was an unimaginably exotic 
and incredibly fast car. In that respect Rallycross cars have 
changed little. In the flesh, of course, today’s four-wheel drive, 
turbocharged, bespoke racecars have nothing in common with 
the 911, save that they, like it, are exciting to watch.
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The 2007 season will see second generation Citroën C4s from 
KHM and Olivier Anne as well as a new version of the Fiesta 
ST from Andreas Eriksson’s Ford Team RS Sweden, Eklund 
Motorsport’s second shot at the Saab 9.3, Bergteamet’s new 
Volvo S40 and Helmia’s Renault Clio III. The latter pair are the 
only truly new cars among the group, but as the S40 shares its 
platform with the current Focus, it’s a fair bet that it will work.

Assuming the rest have got their sums right and the second 
evolution of their cars work out better than the first, we are 
left with the Clio. Like the Fiesta, it is smaller than most of the 
established pace setters and could well point the way forward.

Most ‘mid-range’ saloons have grown over the last few years, 
the new Focus is bigger than the original version, the C4 bigger 
than the Xsara, etc. The trend follows through to ‘compact’ 
cars, the Fiesta and Clio both bigger now than in previous 
incarnations – the Fiesta has track and wheelbase dimensions 
only slightly different from the Escort Cosworth.

Engine configurations could change too. Volvo drivers want 
to try five-cylinder engine (perhaps in the C30, above) option – 
also suitable for the new Focus – and with WRC transmissions 
becoming stronger, it seems certain that we will see transverse 
engine installations tried again soon too.

For our next trick…
 Where do Rallycross cars go from here?



Ever wondered how Rallycross cars became so specialised, or 
how they have evolved from the mixed bunch of rally, race and 
standard road cars that shared the track in the first event 40 
years ago?

Ever since that first event, Rallycross has had fairly free 
technical regulations and the early days saw all manner of cars 
used, including Autocross specials. The first attempt to define 
the technical limits of Rallycross cars was made in the summer 
of 1969 when it was proposed to limit eligible cars to those of 

Appendix J Groups 1,2,3 and 4. This met with horror from the 
majority of competitors as many cars would have been rendered 
ineligible. In the end the RAC vehicle regulations were adopted 
and this created a set of rules – not unlike those that still exist in 
Britain today – which permitted wide ranging modifications.

Trouble arose because the freedom of rules allowed 
manufacturers to push development as far and as fast as they 
wished. It was the manufacturers themselves who seemed most 
concerned, probably because the pace of development had 

been so great. Just two years and four days after the first ever 
Rallycross the first four-wheel drive cars had appeared, and 
those had been just a month behind one of the first out and out 
specials: a BMC-built Austin 1300 that featured a lightened shell 
and an eight port fuel injected 1300cc motor. 

Ford had enjoyed much success with the Twin Cam Escort, 
which had been introduced in February 1968. Tony Chappell 
drove one of the factory entries and won the first Rallycross 
Championship, his campaign having started in a fuel injected 

The car is the star
The evolution of Rallycross traced over 40 years 
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Vic Elford on his way to victory in the first 
Rallycross event with a standard roadgoing 
Porsche 911
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Lotus Cortina.
Also at the beginning of ’69 Roger Clark had used an Escort 

fitted with an FVA engine at Croft, although he was beaten by 
a Mini driver on an ice bound day. Later in ’69 Barry Lee had 
pushed the Escort further and used an 1894cc Twin Cam in a car 
he had fitted with coil springs and radius rods at the rear. Wider 
wheels were accommodated under the Mk1 'bubble' arches and 
the interior trim was done away with.

Earlier than this Peter Harper's Fraser Imp had been subjected 
to ongoing development and was quoted as producing over 

100bhp from its 998cc by the autumn of ’68. Paul Emery was 
also a busy man with Imps and his cars were driven with some 
success by Peter Watkin.

During 1968 Ford had used Goodyear racing tyres with 
good effect in dry events, Peter Harper had used Dunlops in 
similar circumstances but, by the end of ’69, things were getting 
serious enough for Dunlop to produce the first special Rallycross 
tyre. The MP27 used the same rubber compound as Dunlop's 
Formula One wet racer of the day but was still heavily treaded. 
A year later there were reports of Hugh Wheldon using a new 

Dunlop (CR89) with hand-cut treads that were shallow in the 
middle of the tyre and deep on the outer edge. In essence 
the pattern of cutting Rallycross tyres has changed little since 
although today's tyres are specially constructed for the demands 
of the sport, not just a tricked up crossbred rally/race tyre.

Car development was not the preserve of the factory teams, 
Hugh Wheldon was among the first to significantly lighten a 
Mini while Alex Birkbeck was a regular front runner in northern 
events with his Maxi-engined 1100. 

Never managing to crack the four-wheel drive thing, BMC/
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John Rhodes was a star of the early years 
and among the very fastest of the Mini 
drivers.



Leyland refined the Mini. Eight port cylinder heads, fuel injection 
and increased capacity all helped keep the Mini competitive 
where other of the company's products failed.

Fully prepared versions of the Triumph 2.5 Pi were entered for 
Brian Culcheth and Rod Chapman in 1970, the latter never even 
getting to race while the former was not successful. A Maxi was 
prepared for Rosemary Smith, also with little success – although 
with a great deal of publicity.

While going quickly was obviously important much early 
development was directed at methods of keeping the 

windscreen clear. These varied from the simple method of 
cutting holes in the screen, or kicking it out altogether, and 
making do with goggles to elaborate perspex shields on the 
bonnet and even a 'venetian blind' system. This complex device, 
fitted to John Rhodes' Mini had a series of slats in the screen that 
could be opened by pulling a lever when the screen was too 
muddy to see through!

By the early ’70s the Minis were running in a form not so very 
different from that which you may expect to find in the examples 
that remain in use today, the changes since then have really been 

restricted to the chassis in which less and less Mini has been 
used as cars have become lighter and lighter.

Engine size was taken as far as 1600cc and even supercharged 
although the most successful of the highly developed engines 
must the 16v unit which was developed and used successfully by 
Trevor Reeves and, later, Tony Bardy.

The Mk1 Escort lived on until 1975 during which the Mk2 was 
introduced, Taylor, Chapman and some of the other top men 
quickly switched to the new car which carried an 1800cc BDA in 
place of the Mk1’s 1600 version.
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The Ford Escort Mk1 was launched on the 
world at a Rallycross event and had a long 
and successful career.
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While we may, broadly, credit the most 
specialised developments in the Escort line to 
Martin Schanche, Tony Drummond's influence 
should not be forgotten.

The York based engineer built some of the 
fastest cars of the middle seventies and early 
eighties, cars that featured in now legendary 
battles with John Welch's cars which followed 
closely the development path forged by 
Schanche. The 'inverse' floor pan and the re-
location of major components that took full 
advantage of the regulations produced some 
of the fastest Escorts ever and the theme was 
taken to the limit in 1981 with Schanche's 
awesome Zakspeed powered car that won 
him a third ERC and later carried Welch to his 
maiden BRC title.

The FIA recognition of Rallycross brought 

about what has probably been the greatest 
change in the cars used in the sport.

The use of autocross specials and other 
open cars had been precluded within a couple 
of years of teh first event in 1967, but the 
International acceptance of the sport in 1975 
spelled the end of the road for the wildest 
hybrids and opened the door on exotica that 
gave Rallycross a new image.

The Porsche engined VW Beetle was popular 
during 1974 and ’75 but was ineligible for 1976 
when the rules were based around Group 5 and 
called for homologated cars/engines, not unlike 
current FIA regulations.

While the Escort, with ever more competitive 
versions of the RS1800, lived on the Mini had 
just about had its day Internationally.

The lightweight cars were no longer eligible 

Last of the successful MkII Escorts. This is 
the car that Martin Schanche used in 1982, 
and in which John Wlech won the ’84 BRC.

www.racetuners.com


and only occasionally could the finest of 
the Mini drivers now persuade their cars to 
produce a winning turn of speed. However, 
the new era started with a flash as Franz Wurz 
introduced the Lancia Stratos while such as 
Cees Teurlings and Dick Riefel were equally 
competitive in Porsche Carreras.

At this stage the Championship was just one 
big battle and things continued that way in 
1977 when Herbert Grünsteidl's choice of the 
Renault Alpine proved the winning advantage 
for the Austrian.

In 1978, with the arrival of full FIA 
Championship status, the series was split in 
two, Touring Cars and Grand Touring Cars. The 
former took the higher profile, in fact the ’78 
series produced only one Champion (Martin 
Schanche) and although Andy Bentza won the 
GT class his title was not official.

Since 1979 there has been a FIA Champion 
for each Division. With Touring Cars being 
placed in the limelight the Escort once again 

found itself winning and was to remain 
competitive until the 1982 re-introduction 
of four-wheel drive, although Volvo's 
sledgehammer approach to the ERC helped Per 
Inge Walfridsson to carry off the 1980 title.

In Britain meanwhile the approach was less 
puritanical and the rules allowed, and still do, a 
greater degree of freedom for those with the 
mind to exploit them. While this allowed for 
the Mini to be made ever lighter and remain 
competitive it did not prevent the Escort's 
continued success and the first three British 
Championships fell to Trevor Hopkins’ version 
before Bruce Rushton and Graham Hathaway 
claimed a title each with their Escorts.

Keith Ripp had by now ended his days with 
the Mini and, by 1981, had honed the Fiesta, 
now fitted with a 1600cc BDA, to perfection. 
The first of three successive titles came that 
year and Ripp remained competitive through to 
the end of the 1984 season when the Fiesta had 
grown to accommodate a two-litre BDG but 
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The Porsche 911 was the most successful 
GT car used in the sport. This is John 
Greaseley’s version at Lydden in 1984.
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when Welch's performance in the ex-Schanche Escort turbo was 
too much.

The Fiesta was back on top in 1985 though, this time with 
Hopkins powering his BDG version to success before Welch 
again took the crown in 1986 with his Xtrac Escort, the first 
British Champion in a 4x4 car.

Mark Rennison took a brace of titles in 1987 and '88 to 
continue Fords unbroken run of BRC success before Michael 
Shield's 1989 title ushered in the metropolitan nineties during 
which Steve Palmer, Will Gollop, Denis Biggerstaff, Mike Turpin 
and Dermot Carnegie continued the 6R4's success. Lawrence 
Gibson’s 2000 BRDA ‘British’ crown the last for a 6R4 driver.

The Porsche also had its turn in Britain, although none of 
the handful of drivers who were regular winners from the mid 
seventies to the middle eighties, ever actually managed to land 
the BRC crown. Such as John Greasley, John Clark, Dennis 
Atkinson, Colin Richards, Des Winks and Dave Wallis all enjoyed 
successes with the 911. Rob Gibson, of course, was synonymous 
with Porsche, using a 914 as his first proper Rallycross car 
– which replaced his incredible Sprite – his subsequent 911 was 
the scourge of British Rallycross for several years and provided 
for a combination without which much of the sport's British 
folklore could never have existed.

FOUR WHEEL DRIVE
On February 8th 1969 both Ford and BMC ran 4x4 cars. Roger 
Clark was despatched to Croft by Ford and there put on a 
mighty display in the new Capri 4x4.  It was the first public 
appearance for the Capri and Clark’s lightweight car used a 
Zodiac V6 – reputed to offer as much as 200bhp – a Ferguson 
transmission with ZF gearbox and was extremely impressive. 
So impressive that the stewards of the meeting decided the car 
did not fit the regulations for the championship and promptly 
relieved Clark of his victory.  From then on the 4x4s could 
compete for FTD awards but not the championship. With the 
TV coverage it mattered little, the Capri was seen to be the 

The Xtrac Escort redefined four-wheel drive. 
Martin Schanche swept all before him and 
John Welch was successful in Britain.

www.76racing.co.uk
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fastest thing on four wheels and that is what 
Ford wanted. 

At Lydden on the same day BMC also broke 
the 4x4 ground and sent out Brian Culcheth in 
a Triumph 1300 with a 1300cc eight port fuel 
injected motor and a BMC transmission that 
took drive to the rear wheels via a propshaft 
from the back of the gearbox.

Very unusually, it snowed more at Lydden 
than it did at Croft that day and Culcheth was, 
like Clark, completely invincible, taking a fine 
victory. The difference though is that, at Lydden 
there were no objections and Culcheth was the 
official winner and, therefore, the first man ever 
to win a Rallycross in a four-wheel drive car.

After that startling debut the 4x4 cars lapsed 
into seemingly interminable development 

problems and, although seen fairly regularly 
through ’69 and ’70, it was not until December 
of 1970 when the Capri won. Rod Chapman 
was the man who made the breakthrough, 
taking his works-supported but privately 
entered car to a superb victory over the two 
works versions of Stan and Roger Clark.

These three are the best known of those 
who battled with the Capri as it was constantly 
developed. Barry Lee had a brief flirtation with 
a Capri that was fitted with a Borg Warner 
automatic gearbox but crashed the car while, 
also in early ’69. Ove Andersson was given a 
run out in a more conventional version.

After this initial burst of activity the attention 
switched back to the Escort and, while Lee 
evolved his semi-works car to an ever higher 

Jan de Rooy was a regular in British events 
with his Dafs – including this BDA-powered 
four-wheel drive car.
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degree of specialisation, the factory team entered more conventional cars for the televised events 
with a wide range of drivers including Roger Clark, Andersson, Timo Mäkinen, Hannu Mikkola, Lee 
and Stan Clark.

In October of 1970 Ford officially announced a works team of 4x4 Capri 3000GTs for the Clark 
brothers. Roger's car would run with backing from the Daily Express while Stan's car carried the 
Daily Telegraph Colour Magazine banner. The cars were to be penalised by 5 seconds per race for 
their four-wheel-drive advantage but Ford felt that this could be overcome as the cars were now 
officially claimed to be producing 230bhp.

The two cars were quite different though, Roger's bearing the brunt of the development 
although both cars now used cylinder heads developed by Peter Ashcroft and the British Vita 

Racing Team. Roger's car used TJ fuel injection while Stan's remained on Webers, Roger also 
benefitted through use of new Bilstein suspension. There was also a third car, this for Rod 
Chapman, although its earliest outings were dogged with problems including a fire.

Development of the Capris was an ongoing thing, Stan Clark's car was soon uprated to use the 
Bilstein suspension but Roger now had use of a new five speed ZF 'box. And so it went on.

The breakthrough came at the end of 1970 when the second of the Castrol World of Sport 
events at Cadwell Park was dominated by the Capris, Chapman winning with his Cars and Car 
Conversions-backed example, Stan and Roger Clark completing the top three. Roger Clark, his 
car now fitted with Len Bailey-designed alloy cylinder heads claimed to give another 30bhp, had 
been the fastest but suffered through broken driveshafts that allowed Chapman to take the win. 

The four-wheel drive Capri was never an easy 
car and rarely ran twice in the same spec. 
This is Roger Clark at Lydden.
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For January ’71 there were yet more developments, this time Roger Clark's car boasting 'Can Am' 
fuel injection and being quoted as producing 250bhp. This time the car stayed together and was 
victorious.

At the February ’71 Cadwell there was another 1-2-3 result for the Capris, this time Chapman 
sandwiched by the Clark Bros  A fourth Capri was seen late in 1970, this driven by Harry Ratcliffe 
and featuring a BVRT built 3.2 engine with TJ injection and Bilsteins. However, the car was crashed 
heavily on its first outing, at Croft, and was seen little thereafter.

Appearing at the start of 1971 was a brand new Daf for Jan de Rooy. Already a regular Cadwell 
Park competitor the Dutchman this time brought a 4x4 car with Variomatic transmission and the 
engine 'in the passengeger seat'.

A month later Brian Chatfield caused a minor uproar at Lydden by turning up with a Mini that 
didn't appear to behave much like a Mini. Only on closer examination did his opponents discover 
that this was a four-wheel drive. Built by the Special Tuning department the car had a prop shaft 
taken from the normal diff to drive a Sprite diff which was mounted to the boot floor. Standard 
Cooper 'S' driveshafts were used at the back with radius rod location. The car was powered by 
a 1300cc, eight port motor on twin Webers. Although sensational in its debut the car, much like 
its Triumph predecessor, would not be much used, Hugh Wheldon and Jeff Williamson each being 
given a single outing with the car before it was retired.

By the start of the 1971/’72 winter season the uncertain position of the television coverage saw 
Ford wheel out its Capris unchanged since the previous winter, de Rooy and Daf had, however, 

The four-wheel drive Mini plundered the 
BMC parts bin but was not sucessful and 
only used a few times.



been busy. The tiny Daf motor, and the Gordini engine which had also been used, now replaced by 
an 1800cc BDA that made the car more than a match for the Capris and Escorts; the first of many 
victories came in December ’71.

Later that same month the Daf squad was up to two cars, Harry de Rooy driving yet another 
BDA-engined 4x4 car, although this had the engine in the front.

Without TV there was not the necessity for Ford to develop the Capris but the development of 
the Escort, both by private Rallycross outfits and by the factory rally team meant that the car was 
soon able to match anything the Capri had been capable of. The Daf effort continued with the de 
Rooys but the cars were finally legislated out of the sport during 1975 and the first batch of four-
wheel drive cars were laid to rest.

The second coming of four wheel drive was in 1982 when Franz Wurz un-retired himself in 
order to return to Rallycross and hand out a sound thrashing to all and sundry with his brand new 
Audi Quattro. 

Others were quick to follow Wurz, Olle Arnesson and Walter Mayer were soon running 
Quattros while the return of 4x4 cars even attracted Jan de Rooy who proved that he had lost 
none of his old style but who didn't hang around for long.

When it became obvious that 4x4 was the way to go, but equally obvious that the Quattro was 
very crude, Martin Schanche and Mike Endean – who was already building transmissions for the 
Norwegian – put their heads together and arrived at the Escort Xtrac concept.

Only the arrival of the Group B cars, banished from International rallying at the end of 1986, 
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There be giants. Schanche, Arnesson and 
Alamäki wage battle in 1986 when Arnesson 
took the Quattro’s last major success.



prevented Schanche from continuing ad infintum with the Xtrac, the mid engined racers sweeping 
all before them from 1987 until they were banished from international events at the end of 1992. 

The current breed of four-wheel drive cars have their roots in 1993’s Group A-based 
regulations. Major changes have been few, but over the last 14 years the international technical 
regulations have evolved to present us with what are the most heavily regulated group of cars ever.

In the first couple of years of the Group A rules, the effort to introduce control was largely 
competitor led and focused on the restriction of exotic materials and electronic controls. The 
biggest changes were introduced for the 1997 season when, in the wake of the previous year’s 
accident in the InterNations Cup at Alençon, the FIA mandated turbo restrictors and treaded 

tyres. Coupled with subsequent increases in the minimum weight limnits it means the best cars in 
Rallycross now weigh in at 1200kg and boast 550bhp. 

Those drivers who experienced the unchecked cars with as much as 800bhp and a minimum 
weight of 1030kg say the modern cars are less fun to drive. More sophisticated suspension 
systems, better tyres and engine management systems that delivery power and torque smoothly 
across a wide rev range are among the developments that help make the cars easier – and in the 
view of those drivers less fun – to drive. The nature of motor sport means that this evolutionary 
process will continue. With many avenue now blocked by rule makers, the main areas for change 
are electronics, dampers, tyres and the instalation of major components in the cars.
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the Metro 6R4 was the most numerous of the 
Group B cars. In Britain Michael Shield became the 
first non-Ford driver to win the BRC in his version.
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Welch Jnr at Croft ■ SUPERMODIFIED RACER Michael Boak has started his 
own race preparation and engineering business. The Newcastle-
upon-Tyne based engineer will look after Phil Chicken’s Stock 
Hatch cars this year.

■ ULSTERMAN DEREK Jobb has bought Helmut Holfeld’s 
Escort Supercar. Previously a rapid Escort Mk2 driver, Jobb has 
been out of the sport for a decade or more and had his first run 
in the ex-Holfeld car at Mondello Park on February 4.

■ DAVE BELLERBY is building a new S2 Lotus Elise which will 
use a Honda Vtec engine. His 2006 BRC winning car is available 
on a rental basis during the 2007 season.

■ JEFF WILLIAMSON will drive in a Rallycross event for the 
first time since 1997, when he drove in the Classic Rallycross at 
Lydden on Easter Monday, when he takes part in the Revivals 
class at Croft. Williamson, who drove in his first Rallycross at 
Croft in October 1968, will drive an eight port Mini in the event.

■ CHRIS CAKE has dropped plans to used Torben Møller’s 
Seat in the ROS events and has struck a deal to rent a Division 
One Opel Corsa from Belgian Tom Geenen for the events.

■ “THEY SEEM To crash all the time and they drive like idiots. 
No way are they getting in one of my brand-new cars!” ROS 
sponsor Ling Valentine, not about to loan one of Ling’s Cars 
products to a Rallycross driver anytime soon.

Daniel Welch, son of twice 
British champion John, is to 
make his Rallycross debut at 
Croft on February 11.

An experienced circuit racer, 
Welch Jnr. will drive a Citroën 
Saxo VTR Stock Hatch car 
run by MB Motorsport in the 
Rallycross Open Series event.

“It’s a low key thing, just a 
day out for Daniel that will give 
him the chance to experience 
Rallycross,” said John. “I’m 

looking forward to it because 
ever since he was six he’s been 
watching videos of me racing 
and telling me how I should 
have done it. Now he’ll get a 
chance to see what it’s like.”

John Welch has an 
involvement in the event as he 
will be among the guests at the 
40th Anniversary Forum to be 
held on the evening before the 
event at the Jersey Farm Hotel 
in Barnard Castle.

The Maltese season came to an end recently and participants got toegther for this 
group shot. An innovation at the end of 2006 was the use of the Joker Lap system.

www.kentcams.com
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■ PHIL COLLARD will replace his Ford Ka (sold to Ben 
Power) with a SuperModified Lotus Exige. Collard is building 
his car on a spaceframe chassis built by Paul Waldron and will 
use a longitudinally mounted Ford Duratec engine and Hewland 
transaxle in the car which he hopes to debut late in the 2007 
season.

■ THE PREPARATION of Pat Doran’s Fiesta has been 
entrusted to Graham Rodemark. A familiar face in the Duo 
Racing team – and son of 1970s Rallycross star Bernard 
– Rodemark will prepare and run the Fiesta in the 2007 BRC for 
which the team will use Julian Godfrey Engineering prepared 
engines.

■ DERMOT CARNEGIE will use a Fiesta ST-based car in 
the 2007 season. Basically a reshelled version of his Focus, 
Carnegie’s new car is being built by Julian Godfrey Engineering 
and is due to be ready for a March debut in the IRC.

■ STEVE HILL Motorsport is reshelling its Mitsubishi Lancer E3 
into a new E9 body. The major mechanical components will be 
carried over from the old car and the new version is due to be 
ready to test in March.

■ WE REGRET to record the death on January 14 of 
Mikael Pailler (27) the oldest son of Jean-Luc Pailler and an 
accomplished racer in his own right.

The British Rallycross Drivers 
Association is marking 40 years 
of Rallycross by promoting the 
first round of the MSA British 
Rallycross Championship at 
Lydden on Easter Monday 
as the Tonhire.com 40th 
Anniversary Rallycross.

The decision to mark the 
anniversary, which falls on 
February 4, at Easter has 
been made in reflection of the 
stature of the Lydden event.

“While It may have been 
more appropriate to run 
a commemorative event 
in February, it can be an 
unpleasant time of year to be 
outside and it’s too early in the 
year to get a representative 
entry,” explained BRDA 
chairman John Horton. “The 
BRDA event on Easter Monday 
(April 9th) is Lydden’s biggest 
of the year and it’s the best 
possible way in which to 
celebrate the anniversary.” 

The 40th Anniversary 
element of the event is 
being run in conjunction 
with Tonhire.com owned by 
Roy Edwards who was also 
competitor in the first event.

“We are going to invite 
drivers from throughout the 
history to come and be a part 
of the celebrations. There’s 
an opportunity for those who 
have cars to drive in a special 
part of the event, or they can 
just bring cars along to put on 
display,” said Edwards.

The BRDA will further 
promote the anniversary 
event at Race Retro in March 
where it will exhibit Martin 
Schanche’s 1984 European 
championship winning Xtrac 
Escort.

As all rounds of this year’s 
BRC will also be listed on 
the FIA calendar, the 40th 
Anniversary event is also open 
to European competitors.

40 years at Lydden

mailto:mattroachracing@hotmail.co.uk
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